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Market Data (as of November 1, 2018)
Current Price
C$0.48
Fair Value
N/A
Rating*
N/A
Risk*
5
52 Week Range
C$0.23 - C$0.68
Shares O/S
74,296,728
Market Cap
C$35.66 M
Current Yield
N/A
P/E (forward)
N/A
P/B
4.37
YoY Return
56.67%
YoY CSE
15.15%

Investment Highlights
 Micron Waste Technologies Inc. (“Micron”, “company”) is an
innovative waste management technology company that has
developed industrial, on-site waste processing units for large-scale
food and cannabis producers. It employs patented “digester”
technology - along with proprietary engineering, computer science
and biotechnology – in the design of its systems.
 Micron’s initial target is the cannabis cultivation space. Micron
received a strategic investment from Aurora Cannabis Inc
(TSX: ACB), and has been collaborating with Aurora in the
development of a cannabis waste digester unit.
 The pilot unit, the Cannavore™, has been deployed at the 55,000
square-foot Aurora Mountain cultivation facility. Initial tests have
demonstrated success. Micron is now ramping up production for
commercialization.
 Micron’s second target is large-scale producers of food waste –
Quick Service Restaurants (QSRs), supermarkets, and municipal
and state organic waste processing programs. Micron has developed
a unit to service this market, and has proven it in a pilot program
with a major supermarket chain.
 Micron is preparing to expand in the U.S. market in both the food
and cannabis waste industry segments. Recently, Micron signed an
MoU with U.S. based Quest Resource Management Group LLC for
distribution and service. Quest operates a vast sales and support
network across 50 states, providing waste management solutions to
multiple industries.
 Due to the early stage of the company, we are not currently
assigning a fair value estimate on the company’s shares.

*see back of report for rating and risk definitions
*$ denotes C$ unless specifically stated

Risks


Key Financial Data (FYE - Dec 31)
(C$)

Q2-2018

Cash

$

3,451,225

Working Capital

$

6,745,698
8,368,421

Total Assets

$

Debt

$

Shareholders' Equity

$

Net Income (6M)

$ -1,412,097

8,161,109







The company has yet to report revenues, despite the existence of a
pilot project.
The cannabis industry is still in the early stages of commercial
production, and Micron’s exposure to cultivators may translate to
revenue and earnings volatility depending on the success of
clientele.
Liquidity risk.
Access to capital and share dilution.
Exchange rate risk.
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Overview

Micron Waste Technologies Inc. (“Micron”) is an organic waste technology company that has
developed a patented technology that digests organic waste at a significantly higher rate than
competing offerings whilst transforming remaining effluent into clean water. The company,
which was incorporated in 2015, incorporates their patented technology into organic waste
digesters that process waste and allow used water to be recycled back into the client’s system.
The result is a product that effectively diminishes waste disposal costs by dramatically reducing
the amount of waste produced. Micron’s technology, which was inspired by the need for
green technologies in the food / organic waste management space, is currently targeted at
cannabis cultivators, supermarkets, and restaurants.

Micron’s
Technology

Micron’s management estimates that current organic waste digesters have a waste digestion
efficiency of only 60%-65%. This leaves close to half of food waste undigested and discharged
into grey-water (streams of wastewater that does not come into contact with fecal matter). The
resulting effluent from current commercial food digesters contributes to levels of pollutants and
detrimental organic compounds.
To address this issue, Micron has developed a patented organic waste management technology
that they believe will exhibit a waste digestion efficiency rate in excess of 80%, and up to
95%. The remaining waste that gets discharged into grey-water is further treated by the
company’s proprietary technology, which eventually converts the grey-water into clean water.
The resulting cleaned water can then be recycled or reused. This makes Micron’s waste
digester ideal for cannabis cultivation, reducing waste disposal costs and allowing for the
recycling of water in crop growth.
The Micron waste management system is a closed loop system that utilizes the company’s
patented technology to process organic waste from the food digester and recycles it back into
the system. In doing so, Micron can bring recycled waste-water below the limits of North
American municipal standards, as defined by effluent parameters such as biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total suspended solids (TSS), and fats/ oils/
grease (FOG). The infographic below, as provided by the company, outlines the process from
the pre-treatment stage to post-treatment stage.

Source: Company
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Micron’s technology has clear commercial applications and economical value to producers that
generate food/ organic waste as it reduces costs associated with waste disposal. Food waste
costs in Canada amounted to $31 billion in 2014, according to a 2014 report by Value
Chain Management Centre. The true cost estimate for 2014’s food waste provided in the
same report is significantly higher at $107 billion, and takes into account various indirect costs
such as labour, transportation, disposal costs, etc. The significance of such a large valuation is
that the market value of food waste is derived from the total production of food, implying that
food waste costs reflect lost value to companies selling related products, such as supermarkets
and restaurants.
According to the report above, businesses can reduce their operating costs by up to 20%
via the reduction of food waste, and could increase average profitability by 5%-11%. This
lends credence to Micron’s belief that their propietary technology could provide explicit
economic value to companies that utilize it. The benefits of Micron’s technology are
highlighted below.

Source: Company

Revenue
Model &
Organic Waste
Digester
Product

Micron intends to monetize their technology via the sale of organic waste digester units.
Micron’s waste digester, and waste treatment system, are compact and mobile, fitting within
40-foot mobile shipping containers and comfortably processing waste within 24 hours.
Management expects that both the digester and the water treatment system will be able to
operate for an average of 8-10 years, given regular maintenance.

Source: Company

As the company has selected the cannabis industry as their first operational focus, Micron has
introduced a waste digester unit tailored towards organic waste from cannabis cultivation,
picture below. The unit is aptly named the CannavoreTM.
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The CannavoreTM

Source: Company

The potential revenue streams from Micron’s organic waste digesters include:
 Monthly lease payments.
 Recurring monthly revenues for maintenance and additional chemicals/ enzymes for the
organic waste digester.
 Charging data maintenance fees for cloud-based data management and migration.
 Service and consulting support for the product, after-sale.
The Problem
of Organic
Waste in the
Cannabis
Industry

Micron’s primary focus for initial operations is to commercialize their patent-pending
technology and utilize it to effectively manage ogranic waste in the cannabis space. Apart from
exhibiting high degrees of organic waste generation, North American Licensed Producers
(“LPs”) are also subject to stringent regulations regarding waste disposal. Using the relatively
mature cannabis market of Colorado as an example, waste disposal regulations for cannabis
typically exhibit the following facets:
 Liquid waste should be disposed of in compliance with all applicable laws of all
applicable jurisdictions.
 Waste must be made unusable and unrecognizable for security purposes.
 The waste should then be disposed of at a solid waste site, a compost facility, or
composted on-site at a facility with appropriate certification from a relevant health
authority.
 Inventory must be tracked to account for all waste.
Given the stringency of waste disposal regulation and the lack of a specialized waste
management solution tailored to the cannabis industry, we believe that a major
opportunity exists for Micron. In order to fully exploit their first-mover advantage, the
company have partnered with Aurora Cannabis Inc., providing them a major entrance into the
industry with one of the largest LPs in the space. On October 15, 2018, the company
announced another partnership with Quest Resource Management Group LLC, a subsidiary of
Quest Resource Holding Corp. (NASDAQ: QRHC), to facilitate their entrance into the U.S.
cannabis and organic waste market.
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On January 15, 2018, Micron announced the closing of the strategic investment by Aurora
Cannabis Inc.. As per the terms of the agreement between the two parties, Aurora was to install
a digester unit at one of Aurora’s cultivation facilities and both parties would work together to
optimize Micron’s digesters for the cannabis industry. Furthermore, Micron agreed to pay a 4%
royalty on digester units sold to other Licensed Producers in the cannabis industry in the future.
Upon sale of the first unit to another Licensed Producer, Micron agreed to issue to Aurora 2
million shares. The deal also called on Aurora to invest a total of $1.5 million into Micron,
representing an ownership interest of 6.46%, as part of a private placement.
On June 12, 2018, the company announced that they were to deliver their first cannabis waste
digester to Aurora’s Alberta facility, Aurora Mountain. Once at the facility, the company
reported that the unit would undergo final on-site beta testing and optimization specific to the
facility’s production cycles. The water extracted from cannabis waste by the digester is treated
to meet local water discharge standards, but more importantly, can be recycled back into the
cultivation process. This is a value-add to Aurora, who as a LP, are likely to count waterrelated costs as one of the major contributors to production costs.
On September 24, 2018, Micron announced successful results pursuant to an initial trial of their
digester at the Aurora Mountain facility, reporting:
 Water recycled from cannabis waste was free of both contaminants and Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (“APIs”), allowing reuse in growing or safe discharge. The
on-site treatment removed any need to landfill, haul or incinerate organic waste.
 The digester-treated cannabis waste exceeded Health Canada standards for disposable
waste.
 The automated systems of the Micron digester unit significantly reduced time
requirements for waste handling while data capture facilitated compliance.
With initial testing of their units complete and confirmation of their performance secured, the
company are now transitioning into commercialization of their units, which comes as Canada
legalizes cannabis for full adult use. As one of the only companies offering a cannabistailored waste management solution, Micron have the potential to be a market leader in
the cannabis waste sector, with their CannavoreTM waste digester becoming the industry
standard. With Research and Markets reporting that the North American cannabis market
(estimated at US$41 billion in 2018) is expected to grow at a CAGR of 11.08% from 2018 to
reach US$95 billion in 2026, Micron is poised to benefit from major growth.
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Source: Research and Markets, FRC

Other
Commercial
Targets:
Supermarkets

The Canadian supermarket/ grocery store industry (exclusive of convenience stores) was
valued at $81.8 billion dollars at the end of 2016, up from $75.7 billion dollars at the end of
2012, according to a census from Statistics Canada. This implies a CAGR of 1.93% over the
period, suggesting the grocery store business is a mature industry.

Source: Statistics Canada

The industry is defined by the large number of physical “brick and mortar” stores. In British
Columbia alone, there were over 1,500 supermarket/ grocery store establishments in 2015.
Canada-wide for the same year, there were close to 10,500 stores, according to Statistics
Canada.
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Source: Statistics Canada

The large number of retail locations contributes a sizeable amount to Canada’s food waste
production. The 2014 Value Chain Management Centre report cited above estimated that retail
establishments, such as supermarkets and grocery stores, contribute up to 10% of Canada’s
food waste costs. Assuming that Canada’s food waste costs are at least the $31 billion cited in
the above report produced in 2014, this implies that there is a potential market of $3.1 billion
available to Micron, nationwide.

Source: Value Chain Management Centre

Though the company are initially focused on the burgeoning cannabis market, Micron intends
to pursue potential possibilities in the supermarket space as well. In December 2016, Micron
began operation of a pilot demonstration unit at T&T Supermarket Inc.’s (“T&T”)
headquarters in Richmond, British Columbia. On February 2, 2017, the company reported
that their pilot unit had successfully reduced multiple effluent parameters by over 99%,
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demonstrating results that fall well within municipal water standards. The results were tested by
a third-party laboratory. The product’s success has received praise from officials at T&T – a
significant milestone given that T&T is a division of Loblaws Companies Inc. (TSE: L), a
nationwide food retailer with over 2,000 supermarket locations across Canada.
On November 17, 2017, Micron and T&T announced that they had entered into an MOU to
explore additional installations of Micron’s waste digesters at additional T&T locations. We
look favourably on this event as it demonstrates the operational success of Micron’s
flagship product and suggests a positive outlook for the company’s commercial growth.
Expected revenue streams for Micron via this MOU will include a monthly lease payment, a
variable fee for the quantity of organic waste handled, and servicing fees.
Another target segment moving forward is the restaurant space, especially quick-service
Opportunities
restaurants such as McDonald’s (NYSE: MCD) and Subway Group. Like the supermarket/
in Restaurant
Waste Disposal grocery store space, restaurant establishments produce significant amounts of food waste, due
to the short lifespan of prepared food, which is a nature of the business. According to Statistics
Canada, the Canadian food services industry (including full service restaurants, limited service
eating places, special food services and drinking places) was valued at $66.8 billion for the year
ended July 2017, based on monthly sales. Within the larger sector, the full services restaurant
industry had sales of $25.8 billion at the end of 2015, growing at a CAGR of 4.26% based on
2010 sales.
Sales of Full Service Restaurants between 2010-2015

Source: Statista

Assuming that restaurants contribute approximately 9% to Canada’s total food waste (based on
the Value Chain Management Centre report’s findings), the potential market available to
Micron from the restaurant/ full service eatery sector could be as large as $2.8 billion. Micron’s
management expect that the restaurant space could be a major future business opportunity for
the company, upon establishing their foothold in the cannabis and supermarket segments.
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Organic
Waste,
Sustainability,
and
Environmental
Impact

Organic waste treatment has garnered significant attention in recent times as sustainability and
responsible energy practices have come to the forefront of climate change concerns. This is due
to the large contribution that food waste and other organic waste contributes to greenhouse gas
emissions:

Source: World Resources Institute

Worldwide, the contribution of landfills to climate change is significant- especially due to the
release of methane gas, which is 28-36 times more potent than carbon dioxide at trapping heat
in the atmosphere, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. In 2010, landfills
globally contributed 799 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, from methane
emissions. Its estimated that in 2015, in the United States alone, landfills released an
approximate 100.8 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent, indicating that efforts to
reduce methane emissions have been ineffective. Furthermore, the Global Methane Initiative
indicates that if stringent measures are not taken to address the greenhouse gas emissions from
organic waste dumped in landfills, methane emissions could increase 45% by 2030.

Source: Global Methane Initiative
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As the graph below shows, the consequences of the forecasted increase in greenhouse gas
emissions are significant. The catastrophic outcome of high carbon emissions has resulted in
global initiatives to reduce the release of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere.

Source: Environmental Protection Agency

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (“FAO”) of the United Nations, as much
as 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted each year, releasing up to 3.3 billion tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent into the atmosphere. FAO estimate that the direct economic cost of global food
wastage amounted to $750 billion per annum.
In 2014, the Environmental Protection Agency estimated that the U.S. generated 38 million
tonnes of food waste, only 5.1% of which was diverted to landfills for composting. In Ontario,
Canada, approximately 11.5 million tonnes of waste were generated in 2014 alone, with
roughly 75% being diverted to landfills. It is estimated that 6% of total greenhouse gas
emissions are attributable to waste, with 90% of emissions traceable to landfills. With the lack
of improvement in waste management, Ontario has released plans to become a circular
economy; minimizing raw material usage and maximizing waste recovery. Statistics Canada
reported that the province of Ontario spent approximately $1.2 billion in 2012, to manage
organic waste.
According to Tetra Tech, British Columbia similarly produces a significant amount of waste,
generating 0.83 million tonnes of waste, 27% of which was compostable organic waste. Note
that recent initiatives have served to reduce the province’s annual waste disposal.
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British Columbia’s Waste Composition (2016)

Source: Tetra Tech

In the past few years, organic waste management has become a public mandate due to concerns
about the sustainability and expense of current waste disposal solutions. In 2011, the province
of British Columbia approved Metro Vancouver’s Integrated Solid Waste and Resource
Management Plan, which aims to achieve a waste diversion rate of 80% by 2020. New food
waste disposal rules for the Metro Vancouver area also came into effect in 2015, banning the
disposal of food scraps. The targets of the new regulations are large generators of food waste,
including supermarkets, restaurants, hotels, schools and residential buildings. The phasing in of
the organic waste recycling initiative is given as follows. Note that the new rules are enforced
via the implementation of 50% surcharge of disposal costs on waste haulers who fail to keep
visible food waste at less than 25% of total waste loads.
Timeline regarding Organic Waste Disposal Regulations in B.C.

Source: Metro Vancouver

In addition to waste prevention initiatives, Canadian companies have also demonstrated the
financial benefits of reducing waste. Fruition Fruits & Fills, a manufacturing plant owned by
Tim Hortons (TSX: QSR), participated in a waste discharge reduction project that yielded
savings of $490,000 per year according to a 2014 report by Provision Coalition. The program
of waste reduction led to the following economic benefits, according to the report:
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 80% reduction to loading in the sewer.
 70% reduction in food waste sent to landfills. In the case of Fruition Fruits & Fills, this
amounted to the equivalent of 43 garbage trucks worth of waste.
 30% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
 260% return on investment, in the first year.
With strong calls for the reduction of food waste and the negative externalities associated, the
National Zero Waste Council was set up by Metro Vancouver and the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities in 2013. The council’s aim is to reduce and prevent waste via collaboration with
business, government and community. On July 7, 2017, Micron joined the council to become
one of over 50 businesses and business associations to support the council’s initiatives.
Management
Overview

The company’s board of directors has five members, two of which are independent. Micron’s
management and board of directors control 8.14 million shares, or 10.95% of the company’s
outstanding shares – strongly aligning their interest with investors.
Management’s Share Ownership
Management
Bob Bhushan - Founder, CTO, Director
Kal Malhi - Chairman, Director
Ray Mlait - CEO, Director
Michael Sadhra - CFO
Cameron Battley - Director
Hyder Khoja - Director

Shares
4,000,000
2,665,000
1,472,500
8,137,500

% of Total
5.38%
3.59%
1.98%
10.95%

FRC, Company Disclosures

Brief biographies of the senior management and board members, as provided by the company,
follow:
Bob Bhushan – Founder, Chief Technology Officer, Director
Dr. Bhushan has over 18 years of scientific, consulting and business experience in developing
& implementing environmental, waste management and wastewater technologies around the
world. He has done many waste treatment and environmental projects overseas, such as in
USA, Australia, Singapore, China, India, Chile, Brazil, Mexico, Russia and others. Dr.
Bhushan has worked in environmental projects funded by the Environment Canada, EPA,
SERDP, Office of Naval Research, USA, and Department of Defence, Canada. He has
published over 35 Peer-reviewed scientific papers in leading international science journals and
has won many distinguished awards from NRC, EPA, NSERC and JAPAN Society for the
Promotion of Science. For the past 10 years, Dr. Bhushan has developed many blends of
proprietary microbes and enzymes for the enhanced digestion of a variety of organic wastes and
sold these blends to most of the leading food waste digesters corporations around the world.
Kal Malhi – Chairman, Director
Kal Malhi is a Canadian entrepreneur and businessman. He is a retired member of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police where he completed his duties in the drug enforcement and
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organized crime divisions. He is the Founder and Chairman of Bullrun Capital and is deeply
involved in the financial markets. Bullrun Capital’s Moto is “do good, to do well”. The
company focuses on the advancement of technologies in the interest of universal benefit. Since
2008, Mr. Malhi has been instrumental in raising capital in excess of $150 million for multiple
projects. He specializes in working with academia to fund technology research in areas
identified to have the potential for commercialization through private and public companies.
His extensive network of contacts and personal relationships has enabled him to assemble a
growing team dedicated to the discovery and development of potential technological
advancements in the biomedical, agriculture, and technology sectors.
Rav Mlait – CEO, Director
Mr. Mlait has extensive experience in managing and raising capital for public and private
companies in the technology sector. Mr. Mlait holds an MBA from Royal Roads University in
British Columbia with a specialization in Executive Management and his BA (Economics)
from Simon Fraser University and has worked with public companies listed on the TSX, TSX
Venture exchange and CSE. Mr. Mlait was VP of Corporate development for knowledgemanagement and CRM software developer, Knexa Solutions Ltd., and financial web portal,
Stockhouse Media Corporation.
Alfred Wong – President
Mr. Wong is an executive and entrepreneur with who specializes in the capital markets and
technology industries. Mr. Wong was previously the CEO & General Manager of an
environmental waste logistics company with operations in the Asia Pacific. Mr. Wong is also
the Principal at Alfred and Company where he consults with early stage start-up companies on
the development of business plans, recruiting management, negotiating transactions, joint
ventures and supporting all company development initiatives. He is Vice President of
Corporate Development at Breathtec Biomedical Inc., which develops technologies to screen
for lung and breast cancer, liver disease and several acute and chronic illnesses. Mr. Wong is a
mentor at Spring University, a start-up school with locations in 30 countries around the globe
and currently sits on the Economic Advisory Committee for the City of Richmond, British
Columbia.
Michael Sadhra – CFO
Michael S. M. Sadhra serves as the Chief Financial Officer of Micron Waste Technologies and
Breathtec Biomedical Inc. Mr. Sadhra has been Tax Partner, Sadhra & Chow LLP since May
2009. Mr. Sadhra served as the Chief Financial Officer of several public companies including
Cairo Resources Inc. Reservoir Capital Corp., Lara Exploration Ltd. He is a self-employed Tax
Consultant since January 2007. He was employed at KPMG LLP Chartered Accountants from
September 1999 and served as Senior Tax Manager from October 2003 to December 2006
specializing in Canadian and international taxation for mining companies. Mr. Sadhra holds a
Bachelor of Commerce from the University of British Columbia in 1991 and Chartered
Accountant from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of British Columbia in 2001.
Cameron Battley – Director
Cam Battley is the Chief Corporate Officer at Aurora Cannabis Inc., a leading producer of
medical cannabis and cannabis oils under license from Health Canada. He has responsibilities
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for business development, external communications, investor relations, government relations,
and medical and patient stakeholders, and is a Member of the Board of Directors and Chair of
the Advocacy Committee for Cannabis Canada, the trade association for licensed producers.
Mr. Battley was formerly a Vice President for licensed producer Bedrocan Canada (now part of
Canopy Growth Corporation), and was the founder of Health Strategy Group Inc., a
management consultancy with global clients including Pfizer, Bayer, Amgen, the World
Medical Association and the European Association of Hospital Pharmacists. He previously
served as Director of Communications for Eli Lilly Canada, and as Legislative Assistant to
Canada’s Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. Mr. Batttley is also a Member of the
Board of Directors of Campaigning for Cancer, a South African patient advocacy group.
Hyder Khoja – Director
Dr. Khoja has had a distinguished professional career within the high technology realms with
strong adaptive ability in leading diverse regulatory programs combined with functional
expertise in science and policy domains. His industrial experience spans from advising,
innovating & developing cutting-edge projects. He led multidisciplinary teams consisting of
professional engineers, scientists, and planners. While working with them; he built a foundation
of strong cross-functional skills including research and business development. He has been
instrumental in advising to the board for several private and publicly traded start-up companies.
Since then he has been a liaison for many educational and industrial cooperative programs. He
is serving as a Visiting Faculty for the Aga Khan University and medical hospital in Karachi,
where he is developing different natural health products and therapeutics from plant based
compounds.
Financials

At the end of Q2-2018, the company had $3.45 million in cash. Working capital and the
current ratio were $6.75 million and 33.54x, respectively. The company has no debt on their
balance sheet. The company reported a net loss of $1.41 million (EPS: -$0.02) for the six
months ended June 30, 2018. Free cash flows were -$4.69 million for the six months, due to
substantial cash used for investing activities and an operating net outflow of cash.
Liquidity & Capital Structure
(in CAD$) - YE Dec 31st
Cash
Working Capital
Current Ratio
Total Assets
LT Debt
Total Debt
LT Debt / Capital
Total Debt / Capital
Total Invested Capital

$
$
$

$

2017
4,577,910
5,089,079
43.87
5,780,588
1,083,956

Q2-2018
3,451,225
6,745,698
33.54
8,368,421
4,709,884

$
$
$

$

Source: FRC, Financial Statements
Stock Options and Warrants: Based on Q2-2018 financials, we estimate that the company
has 4.52 million stock options (weighted average exercise price of $0.34) and 44.27 million
warrants (weighted average exercise price of $0.41) outstanding. 3.92 million options and
17.23 million warrants are currently in the money. The company has the potential to raise up
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to $9.65 million if all the in-the-money options and warrants are exercised.
Valuation

As the company have not publicly disclosed pricing for their waste digester units or an
approximate production schedule, we do not currently have enough information to provide a
valuation on the company. As a result, we are initiating coverage on Micron without a fair
value per share estimate or a rating. As the company are still in the pre-revenue development
stage, we expect a number of catalysts throughout 2018, and 2019, as they approach
commercialization. Investors can expect, in the near-term, to see the company ramp up their
operations in the cannabis waste space, as cannabis is now legal, and LPs have accelerated
production. We will continue to monitor the company and will cover material news in
future updates.

Risks

We believe the company is exposed to the following risks (list is non-exhaustive):
 No track record of profitability or revenue generation.
 The company has exposure to the cannabis industry, which is highly regulated and
subject to material change from governmental intervention.
 There is no guarantee that the company’s organic waste digesters will be fully
optimized to process cannabis cultivation waste. This is a risk as a significant portion of
future revenues are expected to come from the cannabis industry.
 The strong prospects of the organic waste management market may attract competition
in the long-term.
 Liquidity risk.
 Access to capital and share dilution.
We are initiating coverage with a risk rating of 5 (Highly Speculative).
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Fundamental Research Corp. Equity Rating Scale:
Buy – Annual expected rate of return exceeds 12% or the expected return is commensurate with risk
Hold – Annual expected rate of return is between 5% and 12%
Sell – Annual expected rate of return is below 5% or the expected return is not commensurate with risk
Suspended or Rating N/A— Coverage and ratings suspended until more information can be obtained from the company regarding recent events.
Fundamental Research Corp. Risk Rating Scale:
1 (Low Risk) - The company operates in an industry where it has a strong position (for example a monopoly, high market share etc.) or operates in a regulated industry.
The future outlook is stable or positive for the industry. The company generates positive free cash flow and has a history of profitability. The capital structure is
conservative with little or no debt.
2 (Below Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry where the fundamentals and outlook are positive. The industry and company are relatively less sensitive
to systematic risk than companies with a Risk Rating of 3. The company has a history of profitability and has demonstrated its ability to generate positive free cash
flows (though current free cash flow may be negative due to capital investment). The company’s capital structure is conservative with little to modest use of debt.
3 (Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry that has average sensitivity to systematic risk. The industry may be cyclical. Profits and cash flow are sensitive
to economic factors although the company has demonstrated its ability to generate positive earnings and cash flow. Debt use is in line with industry averages, and
coverage ratios are sufficient.
4 (Speculative) - The company has little or no history of generating earnings or cash flow. Debt use is higher. These companies may be in start-up mode or in a
turnaround situation. These companies should be considered speculative.
5 (Highly Speculative) - The company has no history of generating earnings or cash flow. They may operate in a new industry with new, and unproven products.
Products may be at the development stage, testing, or seeking regulatory approval. These companies may run into liquidity issues, and may rely on external funding.
These stocks are considered highly speculative.
Disclaimers and Disclosure
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry. Any “forward looking statements” are our best estimates and
opinions based upon information that is publicly available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with respect to truth or correctness.
There is no guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. The analyst and Fundamental Research Corp. “FRC” does not own any shares
of the subject company, does not make a market or offer shares for sale of the subject company, and does not have any investment banking business with the subject
company.
Fees were paid by MWM to FRC. The purpose of the fee is to subsidize the high costs of research and monitoring. FRC takes steps to ensure
independence including setting fees in advance and utilizing analysts who must abide by CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct.
Additionally, analysts may not trade in any security under coverage. Our full editorial control of all research, timing of release of the reports, and release of liability for
negative reports are protected contractually. To further ensure independence, MWM has agreed to a minimum coverage term including an initial report and three
updates. Coverage cannot be unilaterally terminated. Distribution procedure: our reports are distributed first to our web-based subscribers on the date shown on this
report then made available to delayed access users through various other channels for a limited time.
The distribution of FRC’s ratings are as follows: BUY (72%), HOLD (7%), SELL / SUSPEND (21%).
To subscribe for real-time access to research, visit http://www.researchfrc.com/subscribe.php for subscription options.
This report contains "forward looking" statements. Forward-looking statements regarding the Company and/or stock’s performance inherently involve risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ from such forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to such differences include, but are
not limited to, continued acceptance of the Company's products/services in the marketplace; acceptance in the marketplace of the Company's new product lines/services;
competitive factors; new product/service introductions by others; technological changes; dependence on suppliers; systematic market risks and other risks discussed in
the Company's periodic report filings, including interim reports, annual reports, and annual information forms filed with the various securities regulators. By making
these forward looking statements, Fundamental Research Corp. and the analyst/author of this report undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or
changes after the date of this report. A report initiating coverage will most often be updated quarterly while a report issuing a rating may have no further or less frequent
updates because the subject company is likely to be in earlier stages where nothing material may occur quarter to quarter.
Fundamental Research Corp DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THIS
INFORMATION AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. ANYONE USING THIS REPORT
ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHATEVER RESULTS THEY OBTAIN FROM WHATEVER USE THE INFORMATION WAS PUT TO. ALWAYS
TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE YOU INVEST. WHETHER A STOCK SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PORTFOLIO DEPENDS ON ONE’S
RISK TOLERANCE, OBJECTIVES, SITUATION, RETURN ON OTHER ASSETS, ETC. ONLY YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISOR WHO KNOWS YOUR
UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES CAN MAKE A PROPER RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE MERIT OF ANY PARTICULAR SECURITY FOR INCLUSION IN
YOUR PORTFOLIO. This REPORT is solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. It is not intended as being a
complete description of the company, industry, securities or developments referred to in the material. Any forecasts contained in this report were independently prepared
unless otherwise stated, and HAVE NOT BEEN endorsed by the Management of the company which is the subject of this report. Additional information is available
upon request. THIS REPORT IS COPYRIGHT. YOU MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE THIS REPORT WITHOUT OUR PERMISSION. Please give proper credit,
including citing Fundamental Research Corp and/or the analyst, when quoting information from this report.
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally viewed and is not intended for use by any person or entity
in any jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such jurisdiction.
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